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• Phil Colella introduced in a presentation in 2014 seven dwarfs of 
algorithms for high-end simulation in the physical sciences. 

• later extended to 13 Berkeley dwarfs 

• 1. Dense Linear Algebra 

• 2. Sparse Linear Algebra 

• 3. Spectral Methods 

• 4. N-Body Methods 

• 5. Structured Grids 

• 6. Unstructured Grids 

• 7. MapReduce

Dwarf concept: identify key patterns in terms of 
computation and communication

• 8. Combinational Logic 

• 9. Graph Traversal 

• 10. Dynamic Programming 

• 11. Backtrack and Branch-and-Bound 

• 12. Graphical Models 

• 13. Finite State Machines
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Spectral transform dwarf on Summit

At 2.5km resolution, less  
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Optimisation of radiation dwarf ACRANEB2

Figure 17. Time-to-solution relative to the baseline implementation on a
SNB node for transt in the full acraneb2 dwarf. Note, the vertical
axis is logarithmic in order to embrace the range of performance results.
The baseline code performance on single nodes of different architectures is
shown to the left. Bars in the middle show the single node performance of
the refactored codes, and the right bars show the single core performance
of the refactored codes. Using the Cray compiler on NVIDIA GPU K20x
(brown) and the PGI compiler on P100 (blue), and the Intel compiler on
Intel BDW (red), KNL (yellow) and SNB (green). Single-core performance
is not sensible for the GPU.

Figure 18. Time-to-solution for the three different code bases on three
different architectures. X is the Xeon target code. G is the GPU target code
using the data structures as X, but with split into seven chunks. GNM is
the GPU target with transposed data structures as compared to X and G,
reformulated power function and even more splits (into 12 chunks).

involved splitting. Note, we had to use a log-axis to cover
the range of timings.
The obtained gains in performance should be seen in the

perspective of how much one can expect from the hardware
evolution, and to this end we compare node performance of
the transt3 kernel with HPL and STREAM TRIAD node
performance relative to SNB in table IV. For BDW vs SNB
the ratios are ∼4.2 and ∼1.6, respectively, and thus with a
factor of ∼4.5 our refactored code performs slightly better
than expected from the hardware evolution alone. For the
smaller KNL-7210 the ratios are ∼5.6 and ∼5.6, and for
the larger KNL-7250 the ratios are ∼5.7 and ∼6.2, and our
refactored code with ∼6.7 and ∼7.8, respectively, performs
significantly out of these ranges which we attribute to the
fact that KNL has some of the transcendental functions

implemented in hardware12 and this part of the ISA is not
exercised by HPL. Thus, good SIMD vectorization in the
code therefore becomes even more important. For P100, the
performance improvement is better for our refactored code
than for STREAM TRIAD, and including the rewrite of the
power function the improvement factor is getting quite close
to the high HPL improvement factor, thus utilizing a major
portion of the potential performance boost from the SNB to
P100 evolution. Note, such improvements as demonstrated in
table IV can not be obtained with the baseline code for any
of the architechtures, only with the refactored code. Even
on the single core the refactorization pays off compared
to the baseline code on a full node; this holds for the
older SNB hardware too but even more on the newer BDW
and KNL. The improvements of the refactoring on newer
hardware compared to the older SNB is more than accounted
for by increased thread-count times clock-frequency, which
demonstrates the importance of proper utilization of SIMD
vectorization13. Thus, it is evident that our months on
refactoring of the code has orders of magnitude higher
impact on the performance for this code than 4 years of
hardware evolution. It is important to stress that this does
not prove lack of progress in evolution of hardware but rather
it emphasizes the issue with legacy code.

Table IV
NODE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT FACTORS RELATIVE TO SNB. FOR
P100, (A) AND (B) ARE WITHOUT AND WITH ALGEBRAIC REWRITE OF

THE POWER FUNCTION, RESPECTIVELY.

Architecture HPL Stream Triad transt3
E5-2680v1 1.0 1.0 1.0
E5-2699v4 4.2 1.6 4.5
KNL-7210 5.6 5.6 6.7
KNL-7250 5.7 6.2 7.8
NVIDIA-P100 (a) 11.4 6.9 7.6
NVIDIA-P100 (b) 11.4 6.9 9.5

The improvement in time-to-solution due to our refactor-
ing for the entire transt code and not only for transt3
is summarized in table V and figure 17. It is interesting
but not surprising to observe that the refactoring has a
more significant impact on newer hardware than on older
hardware. It is important to stress that the improvements
at the node level are somewhat incomplete in the sense
that the dwarf that we received was single threaded. It
is also important to stress that we did not have time to
merge the fastest implementation of transt3 on P10014
into the transt code; completing this step will bring the
refactored node performance for the GPU to be fastest of all
the architectures considered in this paper, and in the last row
(italicized) in table V we have estimated the corresponding
improvement factor for the GPU target.
12ISA improvements in SQRT, DIV and AVX-512ER
13SNB has AVX with 4 SIMD lanes, BDW has AVX2 with 4 SIMD

lanes but also FMA, KNL has AVX-512 with 8 SIMD lanes and FMA.
14i.e. from the best performing code version shown in figures 15 and 18.

Poulsen and Berg (2017)

baseline: 1 Intel Sandy Bridge node (green)
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evolution, and to this end we compare node performance of
the transt3 kernel with HPL and STREAM TRIAD node
performance relative to SNB in table IV. For BDW vs SNB
the ratios are ∼4.2 and ∼1.6, respectively, and thus with a
factor of ∼4.5 our refactored code performs slightly better
than expected from the hardware evolution alone. For the
smaller KNL-7210 the ratios are ∼5.6 and ∼5.6, and for
the larger KNL-7250 the ratios are ∼5.7 and ∼6.2, and our
refactored code with ∼6.7 and ∼7.8, respectively, performs
significantly out of these ranges which we attribute to the
fact that KNL has some of the transcendental functions

implemented in hardware12 and this part of the ISA is not
exercised by HPL. Thus, good SIMD vectorization in the
code therefore becomes even more important. For P100, the
performance improvement is better for our refactored code
than for STREAM TRIAD, and including the rewrite of the
power function the improvement factor is getting quite close
to the high HPL improvement factor, thus utilizing a major
portion of the potential performance boost from the SNB to
P100 evolution. Note, such improvements as demonstrated in
table IV can not be obtained with the baseline code for any
of the architechtures, only with the refactored code. Even
on the single core the refactorization pays off compared
to the baseline code on a full node; this holds for the
older SNB hardware too but even more on the newer BDW
and KNL. The improvements of the refactoring on newer
hardware compared to the older SNB is more than accounted
for by increased thread-count times clock-frequency, which
demonstrates the importance of proper utilization of SIMD
vectorization13. Thus, it is evident that our months on
refactoring of the code has orders of magnitude higher
impact on the performance for this code than 4 years of
hardware evolution. It is important to stress that this does
not prove lack of progress in evolution of hardware but rather
it emphasizes the issue with legacy code.
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but not surprising to observe that the refactoring has a
more significant impact on newer hardware than on older
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at the node level are somewhat incomplete in the sense
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X: optimised for CPU 
G: optimised for GPU, data structures from X 
GNM: GPU with transposed data structures

(BDW)



MPDATA: DSL version with Gridtools

Complementary skills of GridTools 
(MeteoSwiss) and Atlas (ECMWF) 

DSL version: 
• single code base, readable 
• performance portable 
• domain knowledge adds 

flexibility



bringing optimisations into operational workflow 
postprocessing of spectral data at 9km resolution

speedup compared to current operational transform used for postprocessing
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Energy vs Time-to-solution

Spectral transform biFFT dwarf 
CPU vs optical processor
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Energy vs Time-to-solution

Spectral transform biFFT dwarf 
CPU vs optical processor
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ESCAPE2 algorithms and methods
Spatial resolution

Model complexity

Benefit beyond the 
state-of-the-art

Uncertainty estimate

Time&energy-to-solution

Portability

Resilience

Mathematical methods and algorithms
Semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian CG/DG
Hierarchical multigrid tools
Fault resilient solver
Artificial neural networks

DSL toolchain
Ensemble based URANIE

and:

State-of-the-art



PANTHER: semi-Lagrangian DG with p-adaptivity 
colliding bubble test case from Robert (1993) 

(PANTHER: P-Adaptive Numerical Tool for High order Efficient discRetizations, developed by Giovanni Tumolo)
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• IFS, IFS-FVM, SLDG, ICON-Ocean, NEMO 

•Kronos: workload simulator developed at ECMWF 

•goal: use dwarfs from many models of the 
atmospheric community to define weather and 
climate benchmarks 

• start something like top500.org that gives 
information on computer performance for weather 
and climate applications

ESCAPE2: models and benchmarks

http://top500.org


ECMWF Scalability Programme: External

Roughly 7.5 million € for all projects together



• dwarf concept: invite entire community to identify key 
patterns in terms of computation and communication 
which are crucial for the entire model performance 

• demonstration of the domain specific language (DSL) 
concept as a route towards performance portability 

• has been very useful for collaboration of vendors, 
operational weather prediction centres, HPC experts 
and academia 

One slide summary of ESCAPE
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